LEADING FROM THE EDGE
According to the World Health Organization, what was the leading cause of death for 15- to 29-year-olds?

Traffic Crashes
The cost of traffic crashes in the U.S. is $870 Billion

The Government pays $35 Billion in property damage
Causes...

94% Human Error

41% Distraction
Our World is Changing…

“When the speed of change outside the organization exceeds the speed of change within... The end is in sight!”

-Jack Welch, CEO, General Electric
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Ohio’s Innovation Opportunity Platforms

- Industrial Machinery
- Advanced Materials
- Packaging
- Aircraft/Aerospace
- Automotive/Motor Vehicle
- Biomedical
- Engineering
- Precision Industrial Components
- Consumer Products
- Energy
- Information & Communications
- Logistics
- Insurance
- Financial Services
- Headquarters/Administrative Operations

Categories:
- NextGen Manufacturing
- Future Health
- Smart Infrastructure
- Data Analytics